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Short or long
term hires
available
Full UK Cover
Next day deliver for most hires
Standard Delivery Charges
Training Given on every
Delivery
Free machine Advice
ISO9001:2008 Accredited
TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT RANGE, PLEASE CONTACT :

e

TEL: 0844 967 1921

kristie@cleansweep.co.uk

@ www.cleansweephire.co.uk

twitter.com/cleansweephire

BLENDING
BEAUTY
WITH
FUNCTION
Infrared technology is known as the
most hygienic option for hand washing,
by detecting human presence it switches
on the water or soap for a set amount of
time to eliminate unnecessary waste.

YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL
For more information call 0844 701 6273 or visit www.specifybristan.com
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Follow us on Facebook and Twitter @FMJtoday
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In 1950 only 30 per cent of humans the
world over lived in cities. By 2050 that is set
to grow to over 70 per cent. New buildings and new
cities will mean bigger and better roles for facilities
managers. Just for fun FMJ took a look at some of
the predictions of what the cities and buildings of
the future could look like.
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This month our panel of industry experts
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FM positions look to promote internally or bring in
someone from outside?
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No one is completely sure how many people
actually work in the facilities management
industry. It’s probably an impossible question
  7$    '
people in the sector tends to be between nine and
eleven per cent. Given that there are over 30 million
people in work in the UK that is a lot of workers. In
this article FMJ asks whether the industry expects
too much from them.

Behind smoking and sex, employee
engagement is the third largest driver
of statistic-led research in the UK. Focusing on
the latter, this year’s Symposium’s Employee
Engagement Summit set the rather dismal scene,
while unveiling just how damaging disengagement
can be to both employees and employers.
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a daily basis to keep the nation’s transport network
up and running.
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not more than 18 per cent on the board.
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an organization is becoming ever more
important. Technology can help the most forward
thinking businesses to stay ahead of the game. Tim
Rushent, director, industry and commerce, with
Hyland and creator of OnBase explains more.
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Behavioural observation is about to change
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Graham Bird, the Head of Research & Development
at workplace consultants Baker Stuart, explains why.
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charities and their local communities.
Martyn Freeman Blog: This month Mitie’s FM MD
gives his views on the modern workspace and why
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the past.
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People: Find out who’s moving where in the
facilities management profession.

Career Ladder: FMJ talks to Rachel Walton,
managing director at Business Moves Group
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 Next Edition
Next month FMJ talks to the team providing
FM services at Bluewater in Kent. Chats to ISS
supremo Peter Ankerstjerne and brings you
an exclusive preview of the Facilites Show at
the Excel. Finally we take a look at the latest
developments in both CAFM systems and
vending. So if you have any thoughts or feedback
please email:

 charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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BUSINESSES URGED TO ADOPT
FLEXIBLE WORKING SOLUTIONS
B
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NJC LAUNCHES NEW BRAND IDENTITY
NJC (Not Just Cleaning), the cleaning and support
services organisation, has unveiled its new visual
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CONTRACT CLEANING
SECTOR TO GROW BY
£100M IN 2016
The contract cleaning market
is set for £100 million growth in
2016, despite the new National
Living Wage dampening market
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FACILITIES SHOW ANNOUNCES

HEADLINE SPEAKERS

INDUSTRY INSIGHT

DATES FOR THE

FM DIARY

21-23 JUNE 2016
www.facilitiesshow.com

20 APRIL 2016
COL TIM COLLINS
OBE
21ST JUNE, 11.30 – 12.30

F

KATE ADIE
OBE

22ND JUNE, 11.30 – 12.30
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Headlining a programme of more than 300
speakers will be keynote addresses from Colonel
Tim Collins, Kate Adie and James Cracknell, truly
inspirational speakers who have shown grit and
determination in the face of adversity. Further
speakers will cover sector specific case studies,
best practice, training and legislative updates.
Commenting on the line up, Charlotte Wright,
senior content manager for Protection &
Management, said:
“A wealth of 18 months research with the
security, fire, safety, facilities and service
management communities has resulted in the
most focused programme that the Protection
& Management Series has ever seen. Stages
this year will welcome a mix of inspirational
stories from our headline speakers with practical
and insightful sessions from top speakers and
trainers. We can’t wait until June!”
The Inspirational Speaker Series will be hosted
in the Keynote Theatre at ExCel London.
7   7 R"*  
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Colonel Tim Collins attracted attention on
both sides of the Atlantic for his rousing speech
to the troops before going into battle in Iraq.
His autobiography, Rules of Engagement,
subsequently went straight into the bestseller
lists and he is now CEO of a security company.
Collins is a naturally inspiring speaker,
combining extensive experience of active service
with broad knowledge of military and political
history. An authority on teamwork, leadership
and motivation, his speeches show a clear
parallel between military problem solving and
the challenges faced by leaders in any walk of life.

JAMES CRACKNELL
OBE
23RD JUNE, 11.30 – 12.30
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It used to be said that if you found yourself in
the same place as Kate Adie, you should leave
straight away. She became a household name
as BBC chief news reporter, covering the Gulf
War, the demise of the Soviet Union, the protests
in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square and NATO’s
campaign in Kosovo.
Aside from her autobiography, The Kindness
of Strangers, Adie has published Corsets to
Camouflage and Nobody’s Child. She has won the
Royal Television Society Journalism Award and
the Monte Carlo International Golden Nymph.
Adie has also received BAFTA’s Richard Dimbleby
Award.
_ 7   R"*  
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James Cracknell is one of Britain’s greatest ever
oarsmen. After victory alongside Redgrave and
Pinsent in the coxless four in Sydney, he went on
to achieve another Olympic gold in Athens.
Cracknell will talk about his adventures, the
build-up to both Olympics and how they were
nowhere near as straightforward as the public
seemed to think. He reveals the highs and lows of
his training regime, the different characters that
make a successful team and what drives him to
seek out new challenges.
To attend Facilities Show and hear from these
great speakers plus much more, please visit:
www.facilitiesshow.com/keynote-release
The series incorporates major events Safety
& Health Expo, IFSEC International, FIREX
International, Facilities Show along with Service
Management Expo and attracts more than
40,000 attendees annually over three days to
ExCeL London.
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Olympia, London
www.stepex.com

10-13 MAY 2016
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www.issainterclean.com/en/
amsterdam/

12 MAY 2016
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Milton Court, Silk St, London
www.thinkfm.com

23-25 MAY 2016
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Dubai World trade Centre
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www.fm-expo.com

13-15 SEPTEMBER 2016
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www.rwmexhibition.com

10 OCTOBER 2016
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16-17 NOVEMBER 2016
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GLOBAL FM

COMMUNITY

MANAGEMENT WEEK

COMES TO DUBAI
R
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 FM EXPO - The largest dedicated facilities management event in the
Middle East
 The Big 5 Outdoor Design & Build Show – An event offering
landscaping services and products as well as outdoor
furniture, sports and play equipment
 Middle East Waste & Recycling – Dubai’s premiere
event on opportunities and challenges in waste
management and recycling
 Commercial Cleaning & Hygiene – Bringing those
involved in cleaning services and products together
to share ideas and innovative products
 Elevators & Access Control – The only building access
and mobility exhibition in the Middle East
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Visit www.washroom.co.uk to view our
colourful range of iconic washrooms,
changing and shower facilities.
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PURE TASTING
INSTANT
BOILING
CHILLED
SPARKLING
WATER ON TAP.
Product shown is the HydroTap Classic G4 in bright chrome on optional font

THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED
DRINKING WATER APPLIANCE.
Combining advanced technology, space-saving design and sleek aesthetics,
not to mention the purest-tasting water imaginable, the Zip HydroTap G4 is the
ﬁrst and last word in ofﬁce refreshment. And, with the option of having taps on
separate font kits, they can easily be situated away from sinks. This allows your
clients to enjoy ﬁltered boiling, chilled and sparkling water, instantly, anywhere.
Find out how your clients can enjoy the transformative beneﬁts of a Zip tap.
Call 0345 6 005 005 to arrange an appointment with your Zip sales manager.

ADVICE & OPINION
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IT’S A MERITOCRACY, RIGHT?
IN THIS ARTICLE UBM’S HEATHER BEACH TALKS TO FMJ ABOUT FEMALE
CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND EXPLAINS WHY SHE WAS SURPRISED THAT,
OUT OF A BUSINESS WITH 65 PER CENT WOMEN IN IT, THERE WERE NOT
MORE THAN 18 PER CENT ON THE BOARD

I

never would have considered
myself to be a feminist. In fact,
three years ago, I was slightly
embarrassed to be invited to attend
a focus group in my company (UBM –
a FTSE 250 company) to understand
why, out of a business with 65 per
cent women in it, there were not
more than 18 per cent on the board.
In fact, these statistics are fairly
normal. The British Chartered Institute
of Management shows that women
hold positions as 60 per cent of junior
managers, 40 per cent of middle
managers, 20 per cent at senior levels
and single digits at chief executive.
In spite of my misgivings, the sessions
organised by UBM were a revelation.
What they uncovered for me is that
   
men in managing their careers. Some of
these are tangible and some intangible.
The most obvious of these is the fact
that we have children and that in spite
of changes in the law, still most of us
      
while. Then, once they are grown, it is
a rare couple where the woman does
not still arrange the bulk of child and
house care.
Then there are the intangibles. There
are the ways we scupper ourselves, and
the way the pervading culture scuppers
us – much of which is unconscious.
How many men these days set out to
    
recruit in our own image...
What is powerful is revealing all of
that – and then we have some choices
about it.

WOMEN IN HEALTH AND SAFETY –
WHAT I’VE LEARNT!
Last year we started a network for
women in health and safety which has
ultimately resulted in the #SHE1000
event we are organising for all women
and those men who support them
across property, security and safety.
It takes place on 23 June at ExCeL.
https://registration.n200.com/
survey/2m7nygsvuv9f4. We’ve held a
10
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number of regional meetings and had
some great speakers. This has resulted
in so many learnings for me in my own
career and in supporting the women
around me in progressing their careers.
Here is a round-up of the best!

PLANNING YOUR CAREER
So how many of us even think about
planning our careers? In fact, I have
heard some women say “I won’t apply
for that promotion as I want children
next year” or “I don’t want that position
because I want work/life balance”.
Surely, it is the case that the more senior
in a company you become, the more
   
looks like, including negotiating your
return from maternity leave.

CONFIDENCE
Here’s the nub of it. Statistics show
that if a man can do six points on a job
description he will apply for the job.
The woman has to be able to do nine.
How many of us wait for the man who
is our boss to tell us that we should
apply for that promotion? All of this is so

can make everyone uncomfortable –
including other women. How does this
sit with the need to be sugar and spice,
which at least some of us were brought
up with?

PUBLICISE YOUR ACHIEVEMENTS
"   
that if they just do a good job, someone
will notice and promote them. It ain’t
necessarily so. Take the opportunity to
ensure when you do good work that
you publicise it – on your intranet, to
your manager, to his/her manager….
$       %

ANYONE FOR GOLF?
See the value of internal and external
networking and make the time for it.
Think about what you want to achieve
from the session. What is important is
not who you know, but who knows you
– and what they say about you when
you’re not there.
It seems that men prioritise this more
than women do – some women may
feel guilty about not sitting at their desk
&  '(   
opportunities are truly inclusive? Is
there anything else as normalised as
“golf days” in business culture – a sport
mostly (but not exclusively!) enjoyed
by middle class, white men? Create
and take part in inclusive networking
  (   
meet who can help you…..

UNDERSTAND YOUR BUSINESS
This is true for men and women, but it
    
(     
the overall business objectives are and
how what you are proposing links to the
P&L. Use commercial language.

FIND A MENTOR
A great piece of advice I heard recently,
 ; 
pick someone in the organisation who
 <=  
their coat tails. I have never tried this
myself, but I really like the idea.

COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR SENIOR
MANAGER AS IF THEY WERE A CHILD

Someone recently said, treat the
CEO like (s)he was a child – and
this is true of anyone in a senior
  ( 
detail (put it as an appendix)
and make your key points
PRESENTATIONS
really succinctly and clearly,
linked to business objectives
Get really good at them – and use every
and if possible with pictures/
opportunity to ensure you are doing
them. They are a great way to raise your graphs. These people are really time
     poor, don’t care about the detail of
your great idea – and need you to be
bad at them – for men and women, can
clear and to the point.
seriously limit your career progression.

AUTHENTICITY
As always - the key for any truly
successful leader is authenticity. Be
true to yourself and honest – but you
do need to maintain a positive attitude,
because who wants to be around a
mood hoover?

CONCLUSION
"       
away from the command and control
culture of the 80s and 90s and into
    
at engagement and empowerment of
the team, women should be perfectly
positioned to take advantage of this.
But until we start to understand how
to manage our own careers and to be
    
     
ceiling whilst men retain the top jobs.

#SHE1000
Heather is organising a
training event for all the
networks in property, safety
and security at Protection
and Management Series.
The aim is to bring
together 1,000 women
and supporting men
from across the sectors –
including women in FM.
There will be training in
“How to work a room” from
Heather White, professional
branding and networking
specialist, prosecco and
cupcakes!
Register here:
http://bit.ly/1oydrah

Responsible for lifts,
escalators or moving
walkways?
Speak to Stannah.

Meet us on stand R1450 at the Facilities Show 2016 or in the FM Excellence Arena:
look out for two sessions of lift and escalator expertise.

www.stannahlifts.co.uk
Escalators by Stannah at Leeds Station, Southern Entrance
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CONTRACT WINS & PARTNERSHIPS

Bonasystems has won a contract with Mitchells &
Butlers to provide slip prevention solutions to 400 of its
outlets, delivering slip prevention consultancy, antislip treatments and best-practice floor maintenance
regimes. It follows a trial across a dozen Mitchells &
Butlers’ sites where Bonasystems’ solutions led to a 60
per cent reduction in slip accidents.
British Pipeline Agency (BPA), has extended its
relationship with Axis Security, one of the UK’s leading
suppliers of security services, to pro-actively protect
its UK pipeline infrastructure.
G4S Facilities Management has won a two year £4.7
million contract to deliver facilities management
services to the Northern Ireland Civil Service Estate

JULIUS RUTHERFOORD CLEANS UP IN MARYLEBONE

including cleaning, catering and ancillary services. G4S

The Howard de Walden Estate has appointed London contract cleaning specialists,
Julius Rutherfoord to maintain a number of prestigious heritage buildings across
92 acres of Marylebone.
The Howard de Walden Estate, whose deep historic connections to Marylebone
in central London, date back to around 1710, is the freehold owner of most of the
/             
retail sectors across an area that extends from Marylebone High Street in the west
to Portland Place in the east and from Wigmore Street in the south to Marylebone
Road in the north.
The appointment will see Julius Rutherfoord manage the cleaning of common
areas and medical practices’ waiting rooms across 18 properties in Harley Street,
Wimpole Street and Devonshire Place.

and hospitality at seven sites in Belfast, Coleraine,

LONDON BOROUGHS
SIGN UP TO AMEY
FRAMEWORK
Four more London Boroughs have signed
up to Amey’s Total Facilities Management
(TFM) Framework,
bringing with them
contract awards
worth over £62.5
million.
The public
and regulated
service provider,
established the
framework as an integrated approach
to TFM between three London boroughs
(Hammersmith & Fulham, Kensington &
  (3 )
contract of its kind in the UK.
The London Boroughs of Camden, Bexley,
Walham Forest and Haringey have joined
the framework; awarding contracts valued
at £10 million, £12.5 million, £20 million and
another £20 million respectively.
The contracts will see Amey deliver a range
of services including cleaning, security,
landscaping as well as planned mechanical
     " )  
of delivering the best possible service for
customers at the best possible price.

12
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EMPRISE BOOKED BY
BRITISH LIBRARY
Emprise Services has been awarded
 ) %    
British Library to manage cleaning,
waste management, pest control,
window cleaning, washroom
services and specialist cleaning.
" ')  " 
in the selection process and has
provided its services at the Library’s
sites at St Pancras in London and
Boston Spa in West Yorkshire
since 2003.
Ian Goadsby, the British Library’s
facilities manager, said: “Emprise
has consistently provided a
professional service and has
enthusiastically partnered with the
British Library over the past 13 years.
“We challenged them from the
outset to provide leadership in
key areas, particularly in creating
systems and strategies that would
enhance our visitors’ experience
and develop our environmental
credentials. They have done this
consistently and I’m looking forward
to working with their teams over the
) % _

FM will provide mobile and static cleaning services
across 196 sites within the province, as well as catering
and Ballymena. Among the buildings covered in the
new contract are prestigious offices, law courts, visitor
centres as well as all Northern Ireland Water’s sites.
Incentive FM has had its contract renewed with
Agfa Graphics. The terms of the new deal, valued
in excess of £1.3 2 million, will see Incentive FM
responsible for all cleaning, security, building and
grounds maintenance, waste management and fluid
management at Agfa’s site in Leeds.
Birmingham-based Asset Management Property
Maintenance (AMPM) has been awarded a contract to
manage Young & Co.’s Brewery facilities management
provision across its estate of over 250 pubs and hotels.
The terms of the deal will see AMPM responsible for
providing a number of services including a full 24/7
helpdesk and cost management services.
Homes for Students, the national student housing
management provider, has secured a contract to
provide accommodation and facilities management
services to 25 purpose-built student accommodation
properties for up to five years. The portfolio of
properties is owned by Singapore-headquartered
Mapletree Investments Pte Ltd, which recently
acquired the assets from the Mansion Student
Accommodation Fund.
Cordant Cleaning has had its contract renewed for
the third time with London bus company, Metroline.
The new deal valued in excess of £3.5 million, will
see Cordant Cleaning responsible for the cleaning,
shunting and parking of over 750 buses every
day, in addition to cleaning the nine bus garages,
administration buildings and engineering premises.
Churchill has extended its partnership with ZSL
Whipsnade Zoo for the continued delivery of general
cleaning services to its expansive site located in
Bedfordshire.

Cofely GDF SUEZ is now

Energy & Services
are now one solution
Tomorrow’s businesses demand much more.
That’s why ENGIE is shaping a new kind of
energy and services company. One built on
intelligent customer-led solutions, digital insight
and proven people skills to deliver a more
efficient and sustainable future.

By people for people

engie.co.uk
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THE DOCUMENT’S JOURNEY
Digital working in FM is a potential game-changer but requires vision and leadership to implement. A highly
competitive business climate means facilities managers are facing ever-tighter contractual obligations,
                   
technology can help the most forward thinking businesses to stay ahead of the game. Tim Rushent, director,
industry and commerce, with Hyland and creator of OnBase explains more

I

     
     
     
  -  
future. But it is important for
     
    
     O   "
 $   
  [    
      
 %    
The FM industry has been perceived
as relatively slow to pick up on
technological trends, due in part to
the fact that facilities management
) " %" % #
a large IT department to back up their
move to a secure digital system. Many
companies still store documents in
"% )  $7$
laggards could easily overtake many
of their more advanced competitors in
  % #'%!
chance when they do go digital to build
an enterprise information hub worthy
of the name.

IT’S NOT TOO LATE
As companies seek to protect the vital
documentation which proves what
work they had done for customers,
and that agreed standards have
been met, executives are looking to
Enterprise Content Management (ECM)
systems that allow documents in a
variety of formats to be managed on
a single system. Given that access to
documents has been estimated as
being 64 times faster using a digital
instead of a paper database, useful
  $  .
what happens when a manager or
"%) %
are looking for? In sectors which have
already gone paperless, almost 70 per
cent of companies still work across a
number of applications – as many as
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100 within some organisations.
Z ""   
documentation held on these diverse
applications rapidly gets out of sync.
Jobs carried out in one application
need to be replicated in the others,
when what is needed is a system
that not only stays up to date, but
 ' #@ 
management as well, allowing for
%    %  
constantly up-to-date audit trail.
Therefore, FMs looking to maximise
the return on their investment in ECM
should go one step further, by taking
the opportunity to build new ways
of working.

CONNECTING THE DOTS
Take for example a facilities manager
who has a number of tradespeople
 7   %
certain specialist jobs, within the
company’s own policy framework
and work guidelines, and potentially
" )   ~
by individual customers and
contracts. With an advanced ECM
solution, or what we might call an
enterprise information platform, all
necessary training, policy or contract
~"  $
   %7
system can ensure that workers have
) %   
understood these documents before
    #  ~
updated information or knowledge.
And whereas this example would
~  '  "
in the form of providing the updates
and details of relevance to individual
$' 7 " '
@ '    # $
automated entirely. This is particularly
'"    
carrying out a large number of tasks,
potentially across several sites: in such

a situation, information on each job
can be allocated and sent to workers
on their mobile devices according to
a constantly updated schedule which
receives feedback as each task is
completed.
A great example of the imaginative
use of ECM comes from facilities
    
site briefs, which use geographic
information system (GIS) technology
to manage operations. According to
GIS specialists Esri, such applications
'~%" " '
a wider strategy to meet sustainability,
resiliency or decision making
objectives and provide electronic
maps that connect locations and
utilities to related data. Coupled with
the ECM system, organisations can
further leverage their GIS investments
by putting supporting documents
 "7    #
$ 7 
    "~ #%
  ~
( 7) 
assigned to tackle an issue - say an
electrical fault or a sewer main leak
 ~ #%   
related to that map feature, including
operational manuals and service
~ 7     #'
their tablet or smartphone.

PROTECT THE DATA
Naturally, security is also an
increasingly important part of this
process. Given data protection laws
and the reputational calamity that
could ensue should information
relating to a client’s facilities be lost
7  
reluctance at board level towards
relying on such cloud-based systems.
The answer here is to use the ECM
framework to control where each
document is sent, with security

features ensuring only designated
$'    
arrives. As a second line of defence,
documents can be individually
protected, so that only cleared
recipients can view them.
Implementation of such advanced
digital working systems does not
~  %'Z 7 
 "   $ 
short order and managed from afar
by the provider. Indeed, a good ECM
system should be able to be operated
and adapted by the users rather than
having to rely on technical support.
Instead, systems fail because
of human factors within the host
organisation.
Crucially, managers considering
a new IT infrastructure should think
beyond the technology and try to
) '"* $ 
on how they see their teams working in
the future.

PLAN FOR FUTURE GROWTH
Once you have a vision of a new digital
way of working, you can set about
designing it from a practical viewpoint.
One of the key areas for success is to
involve the people who will actually
be using the system from the very
$  Z #7)  
their challenges are, ask for their input
and ideas: this approach is also very
useful for securing eventual end user
buy-in.
End users may not care about
projected cost savings, but they are
 $'% %  
tasks may be completed faster.
$ #"
key team members, in particular,
on board during the planning and
implementation stage of the project.
This should help to generate usage
scenarios or issues that senior
management may have overlooked.

Fast, effective relief from
security, safety and access
control headaches.

Replace, repair, maintain and
sustain solutions from the experts.
For almost 70 years, we have been at the forefront of providing perimeter security and
safety solutions in residential, education, retail, commercial and industrial environments.
Today, our portfolio includes RoSPA approved, LPS 1175 certiﬁed and Secured by
Design preferred fencing and gates, acoustic barriers, secure storage, automated
access control and decorative timber fencing, gates and landscaping features; all
designed to provide a service life well beyond our 25 year guarantee.

Timber and
steel fencing

Vehicle and
pedestrian gates

Safe play and
games areas

Outdoor
structures

Noise barriers

Pedestrian safety

Vehicle access and
parking control

Access control

Cycle, recycling and
fuel storage

Find out more about how we can help take the headache out
of facilities management by calling an expert on 0800 41 43 43
or visit us at jacksons-fencing.co.uk
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FAST FACTS

ACTIVITY AWARENESS
FMJ AIMS TO SUPPORT TECHNICAL EXPERTISE IN THE FM MARKET
              
Bird, the head of research & development at workplace consultants Baker Stuart, explains why

W

   
However, this assessment provides
        
  D     Z
doesn’t answer the critical question- why
    N[   
        
   N\    
environment than this desk elsewhere
       
 D    
their possessions on a desk that is not
     N
[       
   X Y       
       

@    
          
       
     D 
 
    
recorded within the precise location at
      ]
a full detailed study is conducted, all
      
         
      
Such results can then be used to
     @
     
corridor- an environment where activity
    [ 
      
       
      
   "   
complete, the readable map report
UNDERSTANDING
may quickly demonstrate that this type
BEHAVIOURAL PATTERNS
of behaviour, (in this particular place),
Traditionally, standard workplace studies is a common occurrence and that
     
are performed by an assessor who
        
evaluates occupancy and utilisation
  ^_   ] 
        V 
observation has been made, the user
    
can consider questions such as - why
periods over one or two weeks, before
   N[    
     
   N[
      D  V 
         N
assessor usually records whether it is
- and if so, how do we address this to
occupied or unoccupied and may also
improve productivity in this particular
   X 
 YD          N
hen it comes to workplace
strategy, knowledge is king.
Whether you are looking to enhance
productivity, manage churn,
accommodate expansion, or simply
 -     [ 
how well your workspace currently
functions is paramount.
Of course, more and more businesses
have become aware of this, and as
a result, workplace analytics are
<  ;    
       
    > 
these methods of workplace analysis
have been based almost entirely on
         
   
      
However, whilst such studies remain
a critical element of workplace analytics,
they tell you very little about the most
important aspect of a business- its
@ D     
       
       
       
time or how many workers may (or may
K       D 
leaves out the most critical question of
" N
"  ; 
  
QD   
any closer, we won’t ever discover the
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V        
    
  "     
results are reviewed, it may be found
      
" N"     
    
    Z  
    
        
    
Z       
departments that rarely communicate` %KD  
    
from one environment to another, and
   $    
Q D       
informal space within (or close to) this
     
    N
[ 
   
you to consider other questions, such
as, why do 78 per cent workers eat
at their desk when break-out-zones
  NZ   
   NZ   
 NZ    
     N
(   D   
 <    N
  
      
   
or features such as noticeboards, and
 N(  
       
      <
 [     
     
         
   
why a certain printer may be used
constantly- yet the other four are
   
[   
information would enable you to
     
  
   
       

Z       
        
      

OBSERVING AND
IMPROVING INTERACTIONS
] 
 
   
      D
     
        
 V     
that occur around shared facilities
     $ 
        
   =   
    
[     
where, how and why they occur and
what the purpose of the interaction
V     
interactions can be the evidence you
   
forms of communication- eventually
       


PRIVACY, POSITIVITY AND
CONFIDENTIALITY = TRUST
Z Y    
privacy is a common concern and so
     
 Z 
 
  ;  
     
     
Z      
conducted with clear communication
  [  
        

     
     
      
 
Equally, for employers, the
  
   
our workplaces must not be abused
      
       
$        
       
  
V      
communication and the assurance of
  $   
to shape the future of our workspaces
and can be used to create environments
    
<       
communications and interactions    
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Red Line False Alarms
Complete False Alarm Management from Advanced
Advanced has spent over 17 years making the best performing, easiest to conﬁgure
ﬁre systems in the business. Now we’ve changed false alarm management forever.
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 '
industries - and this can be
very valuable to a business.
In order to grow as an
organisation, you have to look
both inside and outside for new
ways of thinking, working and
general inspiration. People will
always surprise you with what they
know - it’s about tapping into that,
regardless of where they come from.
This is how we approach the recruitment
process for our Future Leader programme. Our

Should people
    
FM positions look to
    
    
   
  

  
     '
   

In FMJ's regular monthly column, our team of FM experts answer your
questions about the world of facilities management
THE HR VIEW
C-J GREEN,
GROUP HR DIRECTOR, SERVEST GROUP
I think this is a really interesting
question and growing talent
is an area that’s close to my
heart. At Servest, we try to
encourage a mixture whenever
we can. I think you absolutely
need to promote from within
because, as a business, you
  "$%
people a progression path.
What’s more, if you’re to both
C-J Green
attract and retain talent, you
need to give your employees
something to get excited about - especially
those who are hungry to develop their skills
and excel in their career of choice. By
focusing on internal learning and
development, you’re equipping
%    
help them reach their potential.
In addition, it’s important that
people have a proper sense of
what it means to belong to a
company. I think that can only be
achieved if you look to promote
internally.
That being said, it’s important
   @''
blood to avoid creating an unintentional
homogenous culture. If you only ever recruit
from within, then you’re inadvertently restricting
yourself in the war for talent and you may miss out on the
wild cards that exist on the outside! People that come from
   $   7

) #+,1}   '  
promoted internally and those who were selected from the
graduate pool. The two sets of people combined have proven
to be very powerful because each bring something very
" % 7     
team of future leaders.
We spend a lot of time talking about talent; debating how
 )7      
essentially better our business. For us, it’s not about tick
boxes or ‘processes for processes sake’. It’s about identifying
""   # "  "
and you can only do that by looking and, ultimately, ‘seeing’
who’s out there, and by having those conversations.
The strongest divisions have the strongest succession plans.
    ~ )$%~ %'
people coming up from underneath the managers in question.
The senior managers at Servest, and the supervisors across
 7  %~ %    
more access to development. A lot of people at the top of
our organisation have grown up through the business.
Nurturing internal talent has become embedded into
the Servest culture. Subsequently, a lot of people
at the top of our organisation have grown up
through the business.
From an FM perspective, it’s important
business leaders keep an open mind. It can
become an incestuous industry and sometimes
you can hold yourself back in innovation if you
only think about recruitment in one way. 

It’s important that
people have a proper sense
of what it means to belong to
a company."

– C-J Green
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THE COACH'S VIEW
DAVID KENTISH,
DIRECTOR & CO FOUNDER KENTISH AND CO
  !    " %) 
 %
  7%   ' 
person externally. I always ask, why? Why have organisations
not prepared themselves for this eventuality by putting in

FMJ.CO.UK
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place a sustainable talent
pipeline?
The second question I
ask is, if the person leaving
is someone the company
doesn’t want to lose,
why are they going? If the
answer is that their new
position is a wonderful
opportunity which cannot
be matched in the current
David Kentish
organisation, then good
for them. And the company
they are leaving, although
sorry to see them go, should be proud of themselves for
 "    "' 
If the answer is the person is leaving for a higher salary
$"7    
  "  )     
should have been in place when the potential of the individual
was obvious.
Companies talk about their ‘culture’ and their ‘values.’
However, it is only when these ideals are exhibited from the
top down, through all levels of the organisation, that they play
out in real life and become a reality, not just words on a piece
of paper.
Organisations that do this successfully are very careful who
they recruit and will have a sustainable and well-managed
talent pipeline. The Institute of Leadership and Development
describes a talent pipeline as: “a joined-up approach to
 " "  $ @ '# 
capable individuals through an organisation”. A talent plan,
meanwhile, is “the means by which a talent pipeline is
"7   ) 7 #   " 
the leadership and management skills and knowledge
required to ensure the future needs of a business are met”.
Aside from the fact that bringing talent through your
organisation maintains a continuity and business focus, it
will also save you time and money if you are continually
recruiting externally.
That is not to say that companies should only promote from
within. It is essential to bring in fresh talent with innovative
ideas. The one proviso must be that whoever is recruited is
aligned to the core values and culture that already exists. Not

to do so would run the risk of sending out mixed messages.
Training, coaching and mentoring within an organisation
will allow companies to ‘grow their own’ talent and develop
individuals who are capable of taking greater responsibility and
seniority within the company.
Some people argue that to spend time training and developing
people may mean that they leave – as in the example above. I
would argue that should they leave, they will go with the highest
regard for the company that gave them the opportunity and will
speak highly of that organisation. This, in turn, will encourage
other people to consider applying to join that company,
bringing good people back in. Who knows, the person who
7    " 7 % $ #
future as the CEO. 

THE RECRUITER'S VIEW
ASH BROWN,
CONSULTANT TO THE FM SECTOR AND BIFM NON-EXEC
BOARD DEPUTY CHAIRMAN
To answer this question, I immediately thought about the
importance of Succession Planning.
(#" )]   _  " '
identifying and developing internal people with the potential to
)#%$ "
positions in the company.
Succession planning increases
the availability of experienced
and capable employees
that are prepared to
assume these roles as they
become available.
From a personal
""  71,," 
believe that anyone looking
Ash Brown
)  "
  %) 
that any great company or
leader always has their eye on the talent of the future within
 Z7  7$  ' 
perspectives:
 Client Side FM Teams
 Service Provider Teams

From Single to Multi-user: CAFM solutions to suit you
Enable your workforce
whatever the size
with our always connected solutions
Concept Evolution CAFM
& FSI GO Workforce Mobility
from FSI

Let us help change your world.
+44 (0)1708 251900 info@fsifm.com www.fsifm.com
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!          #   
              
of bringing in someone new.”
On client side teams, the fact that many are smaller teams
" )     ' "'
" "7  % 7
companies do not consider the succession planning for non$""   %  
when the people on the team eventually reach the ceiling in
each of their roles, they look externally for their next move
upwards and leave a gap which has likely not been considered
$%$7   # %)
void. Admittedly, this is not always the case, but I have seen it
on many occasions.
Service providers tend to be far more adept at creating
internal pipelines of talent as they realise how important it
is to their business continuity to hang on to great people.
 $ 7%""   
vision of where that career can go within the company
instead of having to leave to move upwards. Smart HR and
L&D departments in FM service provider organisations are
already creating continuous development opportunities
for their internal teams to ensure that home grown talent is
always ready and that the culture of the company remains
embedded. Working with organisations like BIFM also
"""  %  $~ ) 
help individuals take a step up.
One company that I worked closely with always promoted
' )7%$   $ * 
By having this culture, they continuously improved their
teams, drastically reduced their recruitment costs and only
ever sought external leaders when they did not have enough
home grown talent due to a large number of contract wins all
needing to mobilise at the same time!
Succession planning should run throughout the talent
management process from recruiting to how employee
performance is managed and I sincerely believe that
successfully building a culture of internal promotion makes
  %  $  
amount of internal loyalty and gives people aspirations.
It is acknowledged, however, that sometimes you just
have to bring in experience that is needed, especially when
venturing into new markets where the skill set may be lacking
 %7" %     7
  '$)$ $%$   '
pair of eyes with best practice knowledge gained elsewhere! 

#*\*!/7*9!R/*!\/*
OWEN GOWER,
COMMERCIAL AND FINANCE MANAGER - BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AT BILFINGER EUROPA
Z )$   $  "   
bringing in new blood. We are potentially discussing two
strategies here; development and recruitment. It could be
20
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perceived that external
 @
development of internal
 $%  
potential avenues of
promotion, but also that
promoting internal talent
prevents the opportunity
to inject fresh ideas into
the business.
When a position
Owen Gower
becomes available,
many organisations will
have a requirement to
look internally before going to the labour market, and there
are many valid reasons for that: to ensure a steady stream
of development, to avoid potential recruitment costs, to
avoid training and on-boarding delays, and of course as
an obligation to their existing employees. The obvious
      7$ 
a deeper, unwritten obligation that organisations have to
"%'   7 %  
of recognition.
 "   % %   7
but on the other hand there may be drawbacks, mainly
surrounding the missed opportunities of bringing in
someone new.
New blood into an organisation brings with it new ideas,
 7   %   %' # Z
labour market in the FM industry is buoyant right now so
on the face of it, there has never been a better time for
individuals to look for a new challenge. As a result of this,
organisations may be feeling the pinch of the talent gap
coupled with a buoyant market resulting in a requirement to
look externally.
A successful recruitment strategy must include both
') "7$ $   7~ 
that should be enforced? I don’t think restrictions such as this
$"'     7    7
)    'Z " 
already be working for the organisation in which case it would
be foolish to start looking afresh. But then again that person
may not be ready, or a fresh perspective might be exactly
what the team needs at that moment in time. The point is any
search must be comprehensive and closing down an avenue
before it has been investigated would be detrimental and
could lead to failure before it has even begun.

Do you have a question that you’d like
answered by the FMJ Clinic?
Email:       

#loveyourworkspace
KI’s portfolio of workplace furniture helps some of the
world’s leading organisations to create a happy, healthy,
high performing working environment for their people.

The ideal working
environment is different for
every individual. This is why
a better understanding of
the relationship between
personality types and
office landscapes can help
enhance productivity &
wellbeing.
Find out more:
www.kieurope.com/
loveyourworkspace

KI Europe
New Fetter Place
8-10 New Fetter Lane
London EC4A 1AZ
E: workplace@kieurope.com
W: www.kieurope.com

FEATURE

EMPLOYEE RESILIENCE

WORKER

RESILIENCE
No one is completely sure how many people actually work in
the facilities management industry. It’s probably an impossible
$        
people in the sector tends to be between nine and 11 per cent.
Given that there are over 30 million people in work
in the UK that is a lot of workers. In this article FMJ asks
whether the industry expects too much from them
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W

hatever the actual number, the
overwhelming majority are “boots
on the ground” and not management.
Everyone in FM knows people with
two jobs or long, stressful commutes
and they all work in an industry
where instant results are demanded.
\     Z  
unappreciated and feel undervalued,
surviving on the minimum wage and
working unsociable hours.
Following the collapse of the Building
Futures Group earlier this year there has
been a lot of talk about whether FM needs
another industry body, but there is little
talk about what such a body would do
to improve the lot of the FM workforce
beneath management level.

THE FACTS
Why does their lot need improving? A list of
the lowest paying jobs in the UK invariably
includes countless jobs from across FM.
+,1-%$%| '[  
  0|[3 \  7 
earn an average of £14,164 per annum,
    01E7E3 
  "01-7}}3| 
studies include receptionists, security
 7*    
of worst paid roles.
|') ""  
than the Living Wage over a quarter were
cleaners with many of the others also
operating in FM (hospitality and retail the
% *" %3Z  ( 
    
much higher for low paid workers, and they
' #%$
training by their employers, leaving them
trapped in their low paying role.
Bearing in mind that this is in the UK,
which has a surprisingly poor record when
 "%
Z
Global Perspectives study ranked the UK
12'+,)  ' 
satisfaction (beating only Japan and South
4 3  %  % 
country is getting worse, not better.
Only 37 per cent of UK workers felt they
were encouraged to be innovative. In the
wellbeing index, the UK had a score of
}" / "$  
and managers are generally not seen
as positive. A third of employees asked
reported they did not have a positive
relationship with their managers with less
  '0-" 3 % %'
valued at work.
Over 1.1 million people in Britain are
forced to work two jobs in order to make
Z "    
hard to come by, many of these surely work
 |%$

FEATURE

about their other role because they worry
about being discriminated against. By law
#   11 
of breaks in a 24 hour period and no less
than 24 hours every 17 days (not counting
"3$      
be taken for granted.

RESILIENCE
So what is it that keeps the guys in the
FM trenches going? In an industry where
pressure to do more work, better and in
less time the Great Recession increased
" $'  
 7 #    
for many and if you asked for a pay rise you
were laughed out of the room.
Recognition of the FM industry as a whole
remains minor, hence the constant debates
about board representation and C-Suite
recognition. Recognition of the least paid
and least trained members of the workforce
 $   %
just for the money or the glamour.
Perhaps those who say that lack of
  7  ~ ) 
  % '  ""  %
it may just be pride in their work, even if
  # ""  $% %
      
 ' "" '
lines about how they feel undervalued,
even mistreatment by… well by pretty
much everyone. Service providers,
management even the employees on sight
who they keep warm, fed and clean.

WHAT NEEDS TO IMPROVE
.      % 
their desires realistic or fair?
Of course wages come up all the time
as they do in all industries. Even Premier
League footballers want more money.
Z   
  %[    ( "
1st meaning that employers must pay
workers aged 25 and over at least £7.20 an
hour.
Z  (   7  
inspired the idea, still thinks there is room
for improvement and the Government
intends to raise the wage to £9 per hour
by 2020. A fortune? Obviously not but to
someone who was previously earning
£6.50 this is a pay rise of over 10 per cent.
£9 an hour would improve countless lives
immeasurably.
"   $ "
Z     % %
focuses solely on technical aspects of
their job with little attention paid to their
future career prospects or lives in general.
Obviously the reality of low paid, low skilled
APRIL 2016
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According to the ONS 788,000 days of work were lost in 2014 due to
labour disputes, mostly because of pay. Yet hardly any (if any at all)
were lost to FM service providers, in fact since 1995 pretty much every strike has
involved people working in mining, education, transport or public administration.”
roles with high rates of turnover, coupled
with ever increasing pressure on FM
bottom lines mean that this is unlikely to
change anytime soon.
Z$ $ $  
familiar to everyone across the industry.
Recognition. Facilities managers want
it at a board level and from society in
 Z  
' %@ # $  
'    
Respect and gratitude is of course
already a given in countless sites across
 %$  
ubiquitous. Perhaps more awareness
and thought is required by some FMs
  " Z  
rise of the industry in the wider national
consciousness should also help on this
front.
Perhaps next year the customary
   # )) 7
policemen and doctors for working
over the holidays will acknowledge the
24
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cleaners, security guards, engineers and
other FM workers doing the same.

HOW?
It is fairly common on these shores to
hear about employees demanding better
treatment. Junior doctors and tube
drivers have been hot topics recently,
$ 77) " 
    '  '
press over the years. Yet no one ever
talks about people in FM, at any level,
taking industrial action.
  |[227,,, %
of work were lost in 2014 due to labour
disputes, mostly because of pay. Yet
 % %0' %  3 
FM service providers, in fact since 1995
pretty much every strike has involved
people working in mining, education,
transport or public administration.
Of course strikes are an extreme course
of action in any situation but for those

people working in FM still not making the
Living Wage or being exploited should it
$ Z #"" 
industry about their rights and they hardly
even know what they are, never mind if
they are being met.
Z ' "7 
to half way houses. Work to rule is where
employees are entitled to do no more than
the minimum required by the rules of their
contract, and precisely follow all safety or
other regulations.
|    
"  %7     # 
during breaks or during unpaid extended
  " )   %
Slowdowns are similar as they are seen
as less disruptive as well as less risky
and costly for workers and their union. A
slowdown may be used as either a prelude
or an alternative to a strike, probably made
most famous by nurses refusing to do
anything other than direct patient care. A
more interesting example however is the
  $%     +,11
  "'  #
 
|'    
the vast majority of cases but there is no
question that there are huge numbers of
people working in FM desperately unhappy
with how they are treated. For an industry
that bemoans how it is treated by the
outside world that should be a concern.

CASE STUDY

SMART BUILDINGS

SMART FUTU

In 1950 only 30 per cent of humans the world over lived in cities. By 2050 that is set to
grow to over 70 per cent. New buildings and new cities will mean bigger and better roles
for facilities managers. Just for fun FMJ took a look at some of the predictions of what the
cities and buildings of the future could look like

N

ot long ago when people talked
about the cities of the future they
   -   $  
greenhouses on Mars. These days you
are more likely to hear about big data,
the internet of things and being carbon
neutral.
A quick internet search shows that climate
change is leading to many speculating
$  @ ' 
of seas, lakes and oceans.
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SONGDO
But the future may be closer than you
think. Songdo in South Korea was built
from the ground up between 2005 and
2015. Funded by private companies
including Morgan Stanley and Gale
International the city cost almost £30
billion. What makes Songdo special
however is that it is one of the most
modern cities in the world.
  % '  

patterns to average temperature, with
updates available to residents. Many
escalators in the city only start moving
when stepped on and telepresence systems
(think Big Brother telescreens, only less
ominous) are built into every home,
   Z
everything from control their heating to
conference call.
All the city’s rubbish, from business and
household is sucked away via a waste

FMJ.CO.UK
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disposal system so there are no wheelie
bins or rubbish trucks in sight. In the future
Songdo hopes to use this rubbish as a
renewable source of power. Oh, and the
whole thing is built on reclaimed land.
All very impressive, but the lack of
existing transport links means that Songdo
is barely half full, but it is still seen by many
as a template for the cities of the future.

MASDAR
One of the Korean town’s main rivals is the
city of Masdar in the desert of Abu Dhabi.
Designed by British architects Foster and
Partners the city is intended to be the
greenest in the world.
Masdar is powered by solar energy
and wind farms, everything in the city,
from water to rubbish, is measured
and monitored, becoming a source of
information.
Z    7 
locals travel around via a “Personal Rapid
Z _%   '
the pod cars found at Heathrow airport.
At the moment though, there aren’t many
locals to cater to. Despite being designed
for a population of 50,000 there are
currently less than 2,000 people employed
in the town.
Others have criticised it for being
another Gulf State vanity project destined
to become little more than a gated
community for the rich.

EXISTING CITIES
So if people don’t seem keen to live in ultra
modern planned cities what are the trends
gripping existing towns? As you might
expect many of them revolve around big
data and the internet of things.
    ) $%
2020 the internet of things will be a £1.2
trillion industry connecting more than 26
billion devices across the globe. Cities are
rushing to take advantage of this.
Philadelphia has already installed sensors
on their bins that removes the need for
workers to make three rubbish collection
trips a day round the city, saving over $1
million per year.
In Glasgow the council is set to upgrade
  % ^
     $ 'Z
lights are also being designed to increase in
brightness as noise levels rise.
In the Spanish city of Santander street
signs give locals up to date information on
  * 7  7$ $
  %"   " #
  #%7 " '{ 7 
" '7#  Z!7  
!  %  %' %
Questions are posed in bus stops and
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appear transparent, saves energy and
actually changes colour throughout the
day.
Also in the running is the planned Givskud
Zoo in Denmark which is set to let the
animals roam wild whilst keeping the
humans behind the glass and bars. Bjarke
Ingels, the brains behind the plan envisions
a place where visitors are massively
outnumbered by animals and not the other
way around.
Naturally there are also private
      .
Gates might just own the smartest house in
 Z$ "  %
can remember programmed preferences
for things such as music, lighting,
temperature and even favourite styles of
Z     
visitors can set up entire rooms to their
 " ) 

THE EDGE

Apparently The Edge is the second largest building to
  %''*+; <     =  
   >QXXXX $         Z
public places along the lines of “do we
   "_
.   Z
of things has lead many to worry about
invasions of privacy, with adverts becoming
personalised and more. Big data can be
just as deadly. A Dutch student named
.  ! "  ""  ##
Klauwe several years ago which collated
data from across Amsterdam in order to let
thieves know when and where they should
rob houses.
!# \" $ 
per neighborhood in Amsterdam, number
'"'" ) $* "
neighborhood and more in order to
“provoke discussion on the role of open
   %_

BUILDINGS
So if that is what cities are up to, how about
  $ Z '
examples of advances here as well.
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Z %   # $
the built in displays.
'  ) 
 '{ +,,7,,,~ 
foot wastewater system which recycles
 $%$ },, 
Z ' % '
 " @ 
Sticking to America and sticking to water
the rainwater collection system at SAP
America headquarters in Pennsylvania
stores up to 50,000-gallons of water into a
cistern that supplies water for landscape
 Z$  $  %
    7 $ 
  %7 @ 
distribution to reduce energy use.
Z ~ 'Z
[  #Z   Z$ 
)  #' 
curtain wall which makes the building

But if all of these places are embracing
smart futures it is Deloitte’s new corporate
headquarters in Amsterdam that has taken
the game to a whole new level.
Z $  $ ) 
  $ $ 
$%./  ]|  _
     ./ 
of 98.36 percent.
"" %Z  
  $    ./
|   ) 7    
-E,7,,,~     %
A smartphone app developed with input
from Deloitte checks your schedule, and
the building recognises your car when
you arrive and directs you to a parking
"Z "")% #$ 
+7},,  %17,,,
#Z%   
 $  " 
 $ %#% 
  @    % 
can be synced wirelessly with any phone or
laptop. All together there are over 28,000
   
But the most impressive room of all
is most likely the 15 story atrium where
" $  @  
air spill into open space, where it rises
and is exhaled through the roof, creating
a loop of natural ventilation. Slight heat
variations and air currents make it feel like
  % %7
building remains opalescent with natural
light and angles of glass.
It might all sound like something out
'   )  7$ '
is already here and soon it won’t just be
handful of FMs running buildings like these,
but all of them.
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DISENGAGED,
DISILLUSIONED
AND DEPRESSED
Behind smoking and sex, employee engagement is the third largest driver of statistic-led research in the UK.
Focusing on the latter, this year’s Symposium’s Employee Engagement Summit set the rather dismal scene,
while unveiling just how damaging disengagement can be to both employees and employers

A

ccording to the Global Human Capital Trends
2015 report, 87 per cent of organisations
cite culture and engagement as one of their
top challenges. This shouldn’t be a surprise
considering the State of the Global Workplace
report has revealed that only 13 per cent of
employees are engaged at work. Back in 2009,
it was 20 per cent so, with each passing year,
things are getting progressively worse. It’s now
stagnated to the point where only one in ten feel
any sense of excitement and enthusiasm about
work. If that wasn’t bad enough, according to the
latest CIPD Absence Management survey, over
 [Z   -    
in reported mental health problems, such as
anxiety and depression, over the last year.
So not only are we as sluggish as sloths… but
we’re also ill. Perhaps that’s because, according
to research company Gallup, only half of us
know what’s expected of us at work. Or maybe
it’s because a third of us do not trust senior
management? Saying that, the problem could stem
from the fact that 50 per cent of us claim we don’t
have a voice?
Having spoken to more than 135,000 employees
across the world, Leesman’s latest data has revealed
that only 54 per cent of employees think their
workspace enables them to work productively, and
only 49 per cent of employees are proud of where
they work. For a growing numbers of employees,
the physical and technological infrastructure
of the workplace does not allow them to work

productively, let alone perform at their peak. Tim
Oldman, Leesman CEO, believes ‘the mental health
and wellness impact for an employee who wakes
each morning knowing that the workplace they
are about to commute to does not support them
working productively is hardly going to exhibit
loyalty, pride or dedication’.

HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM.
So how does the UK fare compared to the rest of the
world? Well, as per OCR’s global engagement survey,
we’re currently number 18 out of… 20 countries. Oh.
We’re also at the bottom of the pile when it comes
#   ¡'1E   
countries surveyed, the UK ranks number 10 for
poor wellbeing. ‘Oh’ again. In short, we’re a poor
"  % %   ) 7 %7
    % 
BUT, on the plus side, we DO have a choice.
We can subscribe to the notion that ‘people are
the problem’, or to the idea that ‘people are the
solution’ (star prize for the correct answer…).
Yes, the current state of employee engagement
is rather bleak but it’s important to understand
why that may be the case. If we can understand
why people remain to be disengaged, we stand a
chance of transforming the world of work. Various
burdens are underpinning the workplace, such
as short termism and cost pressures, increasingly
demanding customers and clients (everything we
think, say and do is constantly and transparently

rated in one social media form or another), rapid
changes in technologies and the ongoing war for
talent. Throw the volatile world into the recipe and sprinkle in the uncertainty and complexity of
the global market - and that’s one heck of a sticky
pudding we’re baking.
Challenges aside, what else is holding us back?
University of Bedfordshire’s senior lecturer in
Organisational Behaviour, Dr Amy Armstrong, put
forward three propositions as to why we’re still
getting it wrong:
 Leaders themselves can get in the way and
inadvertently create a barrier to engagement:
regardless of seniority, we all need to engage with
engagement.
 The language of engagement is disengaging:
even ‘employee engagement’ sounds like an “us
and them” term.
 The system itself hinders engagement:
organisation hierarchy creates division and
inhibits honest conversations from taking place.
^ ' $¡ 
cause absenteeism, lack of presenteeism, and
ultimately cost organisations money. Engaged
"%% #  $ 
happier, healthy people are more productive,
  7  7% # 
a lot longer. Kevin Matthews, head of marketing
at Leathwaite International, drew our attention to
the rather worrying talent attraction and retention
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landscape: a mere one in ten organisations
have faith in where their talent pipeline is
coming from, and only 17 per cent believe
%    " 
in place. Since engagement plays a part in
stemming the tide of people movement, the
companies that get it right (or at least try to)
will be laughing.
So what do people want in the
workplace?
 Fairness
 To trust and to be trusted
 Meaning and purpose
 Empowerment
 A voice
In order to start putting the working
world to rights, let’s concentrate on the
following: leadership and people, language
and communication, and how engagement
initiatives can embrace these overlapping
realms. We’ve already established that
managers are on the frontline of this battle
with engagement. It takes a special set of
skills and abilities to be an engaging leader,
to lead with passion and authenticity, and
to be genuinely open and honest when
establishing trustful relationships. Strong,
visible, empowering managers focus on
  "" ""¡%  
trusting environments that
encourage everyone
to stand up and be
counted.
Bennett Hay,
voted as the
best place
to work in
hospitality
by The
Caterer,
adopts
these
principles.
The bespoke
hospitality
provider has
been implementing
wellbeing strategies
across the workforce since day
one of the business. Co-founder Robin
 % %¡ "   
centre of what we do, and build our work
environment around them.’ Businesses
that strive to create the best possible work
 ' ' 
individual as opposed to treating people
as part of a mere collective. Employee
engagement initiatives must do the same.
Workplace consultancy Advanced
Workplace Associates (AWA), in partnership
with The Centre for Evidence Based
Management in Amsterdam, has collated

If people are not clear
about their goals and how
   = 
   
engaged in the work they
are doing.”
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very strong evidence that proves there
are six crucial factors linked to enhancing
productivity, one of which is vision and
goal clarity. Andrew Mawson, MD of
AWA and leading pioneer, thinker
and speaker on matters of work
" 7 ¡  
and goal clarity is so important
is threefold. First and foremost,
people need to be able to see
how their goals link to higher
level visions for their organisation.
Secondly, because it makes sure
 %@   
direction, on the right things. And,
lastly, because if people are not clear
about their goals and how they link to
7%) $ 
emotionally engaged in the work they
 Z  ) '  
social cohesion, perceived supervisory
""0"""  
"" %37' 
sharing (a collective memory), external
communications and, of course, trust. AWA
would argue that it’s down to the managers
to embrace these six factors in order to
truly engage the workforce in order to
unleash its potential.
Before working on engagement
initiatives, it’s essential to establish a
vision and to create a business that people

can be proud of - this can only be done
by creating and honouring a set of values
that, in turn, can communicate and drive a
 $)  
thinks, acts and interacts. Once your culture
and your values have been correctly set,
engage your senior managers (this needs
to come from the top), support middle
management through any change and
stick to your strategy (things will go wrong
$ #3^)   % '7
getting clear about your vision and who
you are as a business, recruiting people
that will help you achieve your objectives,
creating initiatives and programmes around
this cultural vision, and rewarding and
      " %
)' %" 
employee engagement.
"% )  %
or cleanly into one box. What’s important
to one person when it comes to coming to
work, might not be the same for another.
"% $    
mindset from ‘us’ and ‘them’, to ‘we’. It’s
$)      7   
employees a voice, creating a comfortable
environment, allowing people to contribute,
and getting the most out of each and every
person. What’s more, it’s a transformational
rather than a transactional process. But
$ $%"7"" ~ #)
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TRANSPORT’S
SILENT ARMY
With extremely heavy pedestrian footfall, a high level of security threats and dangerous
trackside environments, rail transport is one of the most challenging sectors a facilities management
professional can work in. Kevin Murgatroyd, sector director for transport at Interserve, gives an
insider’s view into the complex work undertaken by support services providers on a daily basis to
keep the nation’s transport network up and running

W

e have a national obsession with our rail
transport system. It is rare for a week to
go by without our railways making headlines
{ Z      { 
we take great pleasure in complaining about the
various issues that can arise when we travel by
train or tube.
Yet despite varying public perceptions, the UK
actually has one of the safest and most punctual
rail networks in Europe. What’s more, it continues
to be so despite huge increases in passenger
numbers. The number of passenger journeys rose
by more than 50 per cent in the last decade and the
| '/  / '    
only continue to increase, with 14 per cent more
passengers predicted by 2019.
At least part of the reason for this perception
gap is that members of the public are, generally
speaking, completely unaware of the work that
goes on to make sure that the UK’s trains arrive
on time, safely, and in a decent state of cleanliness
and repair. They don’t know that, hidden in plain
sight, there is an army of people maintaining and
cleaning thousands of kilometres of track, trains,
tunnels and stations to ensure a safe and pleasant
environment for customers.
In London alone, Interserve’s transport teams
maintain, protect and clean around 3,000 carriages
and approximately 180 stations every day. That’s
just in one city, in one day! Managing the complex
logistics of this operation is a colossal task; one
which can provide useful insights for other multifaceted industries looking to deliver the best
possible customer experience.

A CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT
The sheer diversity of Britain’s rail infrastructure
is one of the main reasons why this is such a
challenging sector to operate in. From Victorian
architectural marvels to modern-day design icons,
no two of Britain’s 2,500-odd stations are the same.
The materials used to construct each station
could not be more diverse. Go to Birmingham New
7' "7 % )  
7 )  '    !
arches and stainless steel facade. Hop on a train
%#%   "%
environment; a quaint red-brick building, a brutalist
concrete structure or a beautiful art deco station. All
have their own particular security, maintenance and
cleaning needs, requiring operatives to be familiar
with a variety of equipment and techniques – from
the specialist cleaning of listed buildings to the use
of high-rise rope access systems to reach vaulted
roofs and facades.
Z$$ @ '"  $  
stations also creates challenges. At a ‘typical’
station you would expect a number of extended
peak times throughout the day, bracketed by much
~" #" %7   
and cleaning teams need to be in tune with these
patterns of use and able to adapt quickly to deliver
 # '%  % " 
@ '$% 
However, this pattern can be completely disrupted
by any number of anomalous events. A concert or a
")    @'"  
at unusual times – many of whom will likely be
high spirited, and hence far more likely to cause

additional disruption for other passengers and
employees.
As well as having to deal with a much higher-thanusual number of ‘bodily spillages’, support services
"%) $     
for angry and abusive passengers. To help them
deal with verbal abuse, all of our operatives receive
   @   4   
defuse charged encounters can be vital when faced
with customers who are intoxicated.
Even taking out the passenger element, railways
and stations are highly challenging environments
that can, if not given the correct respect, be lifethreatening. Whether working on live tracks or on
operational platforms, support services employees
are trained to remain vigilant against a variety
of risks. It may seem unlikely, but the danger of
maintenance equipment, for example, coming into
contact with live overhead lines is a very real threat
for operatives.

COMING OUT OF THE SHADOWS
As the modernisation of our transport system
continues, the role of support services employees
is now evolving to become increasingly customerfacing.
New technologies are transforming our stations.
With digital platforms – from social media through
$ #  "" $') %'
traditional roles once performed by station ticket
halls, rail operators are bringing their employees
out from behind the ticket windows and deploying
 /  #   
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being removed, or replaced with retail space
or restaurants to encourage dwell time and
capture more value from the space.
With many stations reducing the presence
of passenger contact points, we are seeing
more and more customers using security,
maintenance and cleaning
  )
port of call for
information and
assistance.
Support
services
providers
are now
working
with
transport
operators
to facilitate
this process.
At Interserve, all
of our employees,
regardless of their
role, receive dedicated
customer service training to
help them respond to customer enquiries.
They are also provided with station packs
" )   7  
key facts about the area, to arm them with

We are essentially
providing transport
operators with additional eyes
on the ground – ensuring
that passengers
stay safe.”
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suitable responses to the questions most
likely to be asked by passengers.

providing transport operators with
additional eyes on the ground – ensuring
that passengers stay safe without any
additional expenditure for the operator.

KEEPING PEOPLE SAFE
Cleaning and maintenance operatives are
also providing invaluable support when it
comes to security.
Spotting potential threats in a crowded
station is not an easy task and requires a
large, roaming security team – and with
transport operators budgets already
stretched, resourcing such an
operation is not always easy to do.
Working alongside operators and
the British Transport Police, our
cleaning operatives are trained
to deploy the British Transport
Police’s ‘HOT protocol’ – a system
to identify potential threats,
determine the level of risk and
then report it based on three criteria.
These are whether the item is hidden ie.
has it been deliberately concealed from
employees and the public; whether the
item is obvious, for example in its physical
""   " ¡ ) %
%" '   " )
that environment.
By working together, we are essentially

A DOUBLE-TAKE
When hurrying on our way to work, few of
us stop to consider the complex system that
is the nation’s rail network. Teams of people
– from cleaners, to security guards, to
maintenance operatives – deliver vital tasks
across an incredibly diverse and dangerous
 7 # 

clock. The sheer scale of the operation
is alone remarkable and requires careful
planning and management on a minute-byminute basis.
Every sector faces its own unique
challenges, but for those facilities
management professionals operating in
other high public footfall and time-critical
industries, there are many lessons to be
drawn from the transport sector’s example.
By working together, support services
personnel and operators are responding
to modern challenges for the industry;
providing a high standard of customer
service while continuing to manage the
needs of a large and complicated asset.
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Cleaning up in the

WASHROOM
FMJ talk to experts who provide insight into how washrooms can be designed to
make the job of facilities managers easier in terms of choice of materials as well as
new products such as integrated consumables

A

s with pretty much anything else an FM’s options when it
comes to washrooms are limited by costs. More than ever
FMs are expected to maintain an excellent service level with
   - 
But there are ways that facilities managers can cut their
washroom costs other than simply buying cheaper products without
compromising on quality.
But how many of these things need to be integrated into the
design from the very beginning? FMJ spoke to Paul Trendall,
"   ")

EMPRISE
“Washroom design, like all great design, means getting basics right;
and one of those basics is about how the facility will be cleaned
once it is in daily use.
“So, let’s give some thought to the design of the toilet cubicle.
Make it big enough so that when it comes to cleaning it is possible to
use some form of mechanical mopping either side of the pedestal.
Z $    7     
mechanical mopping to ensure it is properly cleaned is so small that
it can only be hand-mopped.
]Z# $   % )
 7  $   7
"" #  7  " 
@7      
 $  @#   " ! 
designed in from the start, and it increases the time and cost of
servicing the washroom. Why not mount the hand driers by the
sinks where the water is blown into the sink or onto the vanity unit
 %@
]  %7 # $@[    
$@'   %7$     
grouting was a good idea? This is a design choice which leaves the
FM having to decide whether to live with grouting that is stained
 '#'@7  %
#" "   %  #
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“Three simple things and a washroom can be more hygienic, safer
and better looking; there’s not much not to like.”

HYGIENE
Of course everyone is aware that washrooms are not the most
 " ' %$ 7"  % @ %
skyscraper or ultra modern HQ but that doesn’t change the fact that
they are essential to the smooth running of an organisation.
Studies have shown that almost 90 per cent of people would not
return to an organisation if the washrooms seemed unhygienic.
Half said that poor hygiene had driven them away from buildings in
" %"$ %7@
handles and cubicle handles.
*$   "  %   
to a study conducted by the Centre for Economics and Business
Research (Cebr), employers lose on average £700 per employee per
year as a result of failing to create a healthy workplace environment.
Z     E" '{4  #$ 
that better hygiene would not only protect them from unwanted
$    '*$ ' 
"  $%$ \] 7" % 
"   {4^$%,2" 1E$
+,1E7 # #  # $%   
time while at work. Sick leave as a result of poor hygiene cost
the UK economy £4.2 billion last year. Shockingly £9.5 billion was
lost due to the time wasted as a result of poor hygiene, such as
queuing for a clean toilet, washing dirty dishes or going further to
)    $'  '    
valuable time in workers’ days.”
But what things should an FM be aware of when designing their
washrooms? Common recommendations include using outer
"  '  ' 
the scope for cross-contamination. Automatic lighting again reduces
the risk of washroom users spreading germs via the light switches.
  """'" "    
driers. There is a myth that the latter are unhygienic, but this
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For washrooms, in our eyes there are two clear areas which
Facilities Managers’ detest. Blockages and odour.”
has not been the case for many years. Bulk buying has also been
 7 "  '' 
# %""% #  7
loo roll and cleaning chemicals.
Lastly and perhaps most depressingly was the insistence that
consumables need to be kept in secure dispensers. Anything
that isn’t nailed down is liable to go missing. This means locked
cupboards and dispenser systems to cut down on waste. Eliminating
"%' % '  '   
products can dramatically reduce an organisation’s washroom costs.

MAINTENANCE
Even if you design the perfect washroom that doesn’t mean you can
overlook the importance of regular maintenance. A leaking tap that
" '    %# %  *7$
once you’ve accounted for the aggregated losses over an entire year,
 $  *
       $ $% * @ 
 "7  @ *7  
enough to impact on service quality, can nevertheless save large
amounts of money when viewed over the long term
Jerry-rigged or ill-designed systems need constant repairs, which

%  | !"$ 
systems in larger washrooms can also lead to a decrease in water
~ %  +,1E  +}$ "
rectifying avoidable plumbing errors.

WHIFFAWAY
( %  "'$   
company within the washroom sector, specialising in odour
control and blockage prevention. FMJ spoke to operations director
$  ) 
“For washrooms, in our eyes there are two clear areas which
facilities managers’ detest. Blockages and odour.
]( %  #  "$'
 %% 7 ")  "  
  "       % 
“Firstly, we looked at the outlets within a washroom. We
have our patented closed system technology for the urinals
so we looked at adopting this technology in other areas of the
7 % ^ 7#((  
the ability to promote a “closed” washroom, whereby there
are physical barriers (one-way valves) in all of these entities
      Z  '"  
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hygiene within the washroom and making it
a more pleasant environment to visit.
“We then moved onto issues surrounding
pipework build-up and blockages,
why these occur and how these can be
 ) % (  
biological solutions to treat
pipework build-up to
help emulsify salts
and scale. This
along with
)'""
installation
allows for
improved
continuity
'@ (
now have
the ability
to supply,
implement and
maintain urinals
and advise our
clients on other issues
$ "  
provide long-term solutions.
“We have found that this simple approach
to the washroom has led to facilities
managers coming to us for advice and our
"" )     
for all involved.”

and this will rapidly lead to lengthening
queues. So toilet paper supplies need to be
kept topped up and any blockages should
be avoided.
Hand washing facilities also need to be
smooth and seamless to prevent frustrated
washroom visitors from leaving
the washroom without
washing their hands
at all.
Soaps are
usually
supplied in
a wallmounted
dispenser
and the
higher their
capacity, the
better. The
best dispensers
can contain 3,000
doses of soap per
) 
times the number contained
in a standard liquid soap dispenser
' !
Air dryers are sometimes installed in high   7$    
dryers take up to 50 seconds to dry the
hands.
A survey carried out by SCA Tork revealed
that only 23 per cent of respondents are
 ""%  E2" 
of people would rather shake their hands
dry, while a further 39 per cent admit to
wiping their hands on toilet tissue or even
on their clothes rather than wait for the

“Washroom design, like
all great design, means
getting basics right; and one of
those basics is about how the
facility will be cleaned once
it is in daily use.”

THE BUSIEST WASHROOMS
$%   
ways that queues can be minimised.
Washroom visitors will avoid those cubicles
with blocked lavatories or no toilet paper,
40
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 % # ^ " 
facilitate the growth of bacteria, and this
can lead to hygiene issues.
Z %* % # ' 7
but the fact that washroom visitors are
still required to stand still while their
hands are dried means that queues will
inevitably form during busy periods. On
the other hand where several hand towel
dispensers are strategically positioned
between the sink units and the door,
   %'$ 
to the towel dispenser. There they can
    %  
% 7    
ideally a bin will have been placed.
Paper should be supplied in long-lasting
systems to prevent towels from running
out during half time and other busy
periods. Systems are available which
hold enough paper for more than 400
washroom visitors. This reduces the risk of
hand towels running out between service
checks which could result in congestion
around the few stocked dispensers
remaining.
An ideal toilet tissue system should
provide a long-lasting supply while
also curbing over-consumption.
Besides the cost implications where too
much toilet paper is used per visit, there
will be a greater risk of blockages which
will put a cubicle out of action and lead
to queues.
Some toilet roll systems limit the amount
of paper taken out by each user by up to 40
per cent, The twin roll feature also ensures
a long-lasting supply.

FMJ.CO.UK

WASHROOMS

SPONSORED FEATURE

WHIFFAWAY WATERLESS URINAL TECHNOLOGY –
A TRIED & TESTED SOLUTION.
\               ]XX    ^    #   =  
opportunity to save water and achieve monetary savings. From a carbon footprint perspective, the latest
independent data reveals that 1.2 Kw/h of energy and 0.7kg of CO2 is saved per 1m³ of mains water

N

ineteen per cent of total UK water consumption is
  $      
 
     D   
 
The history of waterless urinal technology is one of evolution.
Firstly, the original technology available had limitations. Secondly,
      "  )'""
Z   ( (   %'( %
is tried and tested in over 60,000 urinals across 17 countries. If you
have been disappointed with the performance of water-free urinals
in the past, now is the time to re-examine the latest technology and
$"#""'( %
 1,7( %" $  # 
waterless urinal technology. Organisations such as Sainsbury’s,
  7¢{ 7()"" 77. #
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Eliminating Urinal Odours
Save Money
Saves Water
Saves Energy
Fully Recyclable
No More Urinal Flooding
/ . # 
Improves Urinal Hygiene
No More Harmful Chemicals

[    '    (
to save money, water and energy, in conjunction with reducing
operational costs and enhancing washroom perception.

%

For further information please visit our website www.whiffaway.com contact 0800 783 4883
or send an email to info@whiffaway.co.uk

SPONSORED FEATURE

HVAC

MADE-TO-MEASURE DIRECT

REPLACEMENT AHU’S
\    $   =    _  `*{ |     ;
       #    }{  \ * 
{   _        }  { ; ~ 
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he replacement of an out of date air
handling plant can present major
headaches for the end user and their
service and maintenance team. The
high cost, disruption and downtime
involved in ripping out old equipment and
     Z  - 
nightmare.
Showcase had had problems with
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DIRECT REPLACEMENT UNITS –
THE PERFECT SOLUTION
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FULTON TO LAUNCH THE MOST RADICAL CHANGE
TO BOILER DESIGN IN NEARLY 70 YEARS

WITH NEW AQUA FEND LIQUID GLASS
UNWANTED GRAFFITI IS A THING OF THE PAST…

In the year that sees the company
celebrate 50 years of UK
manufacturing in the UK, Fulton
is also launching its latest heat
transfer solution, claiming that the
all-new, next-generation SRT Series
is the most radical change to
vertical steam boiler design for
nearly 70 years.
By adopting a systems engineering
approach to design and using its
own ‘PURE’ technology, Fulton’s
SRT Series challenges the heat
transfer and mechanical design
principles of traditional vertical
steam boilers.
With over 30 worldwide patents
pending, the new vertical boiler’s
  D       @  
compact boiler with the industry’s smallest footprint. In fact, compared to the
equivalent 30hp model from the company’s renowned J Series, the SRT Series
is an impressive 40 per cent smaller.
Fulton has further reason to celebrate, as 2016 sees the company celebrate
50 years of UK manufacturing, with the Bristol-based facility now an important
design and manufacturing base in Fulton’s global network, which includes
production facilities in the USA and China.

              
buildings, when as soon as it is cleaned, more arrives. Sound familiar?
V               
 >          
solution to this epidemic.
With this in mind, exterior cleaning expert, Thomann-Hanry has launched
[Q @ Q  =   D     
      
Creating an ultra-thin transparent and shine free protective layer just 100nm
thick – a nm being 80,000 times thinner than a human hair – new Aqua Fend
 Q              
other contaminants can be removed simply with water or if necessary, a low
cost mild detergent.
Arguably the most
  D   
product on the
market, new Aqua
Fend Liquid Glass has

over traditional
polyurethane, rough
coverings and two
part systems.
Application is simple using a brush or sprayer. Once dry an invisible and long
lasting coating remains. This coating is incredibly hard wearing, resistant to UV,
alkalis and acids as well as extreme temperatures.

 www.fulton.co.uk

 www.aquafend.co.uk

 0117 972 3322

 sales@fulton.co.uk

 info@aquafend.co.uk

OCS IS HIGHLY COMMENDED IN THE I-FM
TECHNOLOGY IN FM AWARDS 2016

TEL LAUNCHES IN US
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 www.ocs.co.uk/logincident

>D D    <    
and consultant, Temperature Electronics Ltd (TEL), has extended its reach
across the globe with the launch of TEL-Americas in the US.
As a member of the ECM Holding Group, TEL-Americas specialises in the
              
variable air volume (VAV) systems and is well positioned to become the leading
  <Q  [  
Commenting on TEL’s expansion into the US, director of TEL-UK Richard Eady
 &@  V    <
and monitors, and now with TEL-Americas, we’re better equipped to bring our
innovative solutions to a wider audience in the US.”
Established 45 years ago, its
products are designed to enable
customers to achieve energy and
cost savings and a reduction in
carbon emissions, while enabling
them to comply with health and
safety legislation.
TEL has unrivalled expertise in
  <   
market, and its products are used
in thousands of industrial settings
and laboratories across the world.
V   
provision, from design
consultation, solution supply
and installation, to training and
technical backup.
 www.tel-uk.com
 www.TEL-Americas.com
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ARIEL PROFESSIONAL ENSURES BUSINESSES
GET A “TOP RATED” CLEAN ON TOUGH STAINS

NEW FIRE SYSTEM FOR UK COLLEGE
DEMONSTRATES ADVANCED ADVANTAGES
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 www.pgpro.co.uk

 www.advancedco.com

 www.pgpro.co.uk/Academy

PWP BUILDING SERVICES LTD RECOGNISED ONCE AGAIN IN LONDON
STOCK EXCHANGE’S ‘1000 COMPANIES TO INSPIRE BRITAIN’
99"\ -    
for the second year running as one of
London Stock Exchange’s 1000 Companies
to Inspire Britain. The report is a
celebration of the UK’s fastest-growing
and most dynamic small and medium
sized businesses. To be included in the
list, companies needed to show consistent
revenue growth over a minimum of three
    
  
industry peers. Further detail on the
methodology can be found in the report
online at www.1000companies.com
Bob Sowter, managing director of PWP
Building Services commented: “We pride
ourselves on the outstanding technical
  7~ %7@$%  % 
we have consistently delivered to our clients over
the last twenty years and we are delighted to have
been recognised, once again, as one of the leading
inspirational companies in Britain today.”
Xavier Rolet, chief executive, London Stock
Exchange Group said: “High growth SMEs are
the driving force behind the UK economy,

developing the skills, jobs and growth we need.
But ambition alone is not enough; their success
must be highlighted and their growth properly
""  """ )  Z  %
 % " \  
    $ {4 7)   
market participants, investors, entrepreneurs

 www.pwp-ltd.co.uk
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and companies to support these inspiring
businesses.
]Z % $ '  
 #    7
support UK high growth companies in their
journeys from Start-up to Stardom and create an
entrepreneurship revolution.”
( "$ 7Z/ 
Osborne MP said: “UK high-growth businesses
are leading the charge in rebuilding our
 %Z "  $ #$'
. %Z%   ~ %7
well paid jobs, innovate and drive economic
 Z  '% 
need to support ambitious entrepreneurs and
%  )  %
grow.
“We have held the steadfast belief that –alongside
)   "7   
jobs, supporting hard-working families and keeping
taxes low would get the UK economy back on track.
|    )  '
business and encourage more investment have had
 '    %_

 0115 964 7780

DON’T GAMBLE WITH YOUR
FIRE PROTECTION

If you are the appointed ‘Responsible Person’ for your company’s fire policy
you need to be sure that the contractors you use are competent. To find these
competent providers, you need BAFE.
By using third party certified BAFE approved companies, you can be confident you
are using independently assessed skilled professionals for your requirements,
which will help meet your obligations with UK fire legislation.

FIRE EXTINGUISHER MAINTENANCE // FIRE RISK ASSESSMENTS
EMERGENCY LIGHTING // FIRE DETECTION AND ALARM SYSTEMS
FIXED GASEOUS FIRE SUPPRESSION SYSTEMS
Search FREE to find certified competent companies at

WWW.BAFE.ORG.UK
Promoting Quality in Fire Safety

TO ADVERTISE IN MONTH IN FM PLEASE CONTACT
DANNY.GRANGE@KPMMEDIA.CO.UK OR CALL 01322 476811
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CHILLER HIRE KEEPS
DIGESTER ON STREAM
A packaged chiller solution supplied by Andrews
Chiller Hire enabled a waste processing plant
to maintain full operational status of its
anaerobic digesters by reducing
elevated waste temperature
 V>7
creating an ideal
for environment for
bacteria to produce
usable gas output.
The company
needed to reduce the
temperature of waste
   =>7
with approximately
>>>>   
processed on a
typical day.
The Process
Anaerobic digestion is
the natural breakdown
of organic materials into
methane and carbon dioxide
gas and fertiliser, the reaction is
either naturally occurring or takes place
within an anaerobic digester; an industrial
process for handling large quantities of waste and a
preferred environmentally friendly method.
There are essentially three main options for
dealing with organic wastes:
1 $%  )"  "" 
+ $     7 ) 
pyrolysis
3. bio-digest it - which means either anaerobic
digestion or composting
The process of anaerobic digestion provides a
source of renewable energy, since food and other
‘green’ waste is broken down to produce biogas
(a mixture of methane and carbon dioxide), which
is suitable for energy production. The biogas can
be used to generate electricity and heat to power
on-site equipment and the excess electricity can be
"[  7   
the carbon dioxide (and other trace gases using a
variety of methods in a process known as upgrading)
the remaining methane is known as Renewable
Natural Gas or Biomethane. The uses for biomethane
are therefore as varied as are those for natural gas, for
heating, cooling, as a source of chemicals, fertiliser or
hydrogen.

The Problem
When this major waste processing organisation
experienced a slow-down in output due to an
unexpected rise in waste processing temperature
},¦7 $%~" ' 7
became too hot for the bacteria to produce gas. A
  
With more than 25 depots nationwide and
access to experienced engineers 24hrs,
  %  #7 
is able to respond promptly when an
emergency situation occurs.
Z    " 
     $
to conduct a thorough site survey within
24 hours of receiving the initial call from
the waste processing plant. It allowed a
regional technician and the customer to
  %  #   
about which size chiller would best suit

 www.andrews-sykes.com
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their needs.
A stand-alone
solution was required
until their equipment
could be repaired
or replaced and put
back on stream. To
return the plant to
normal processing
duties Andrews
delivered a total
integrated solution
including a 375kW
chiller along with a
generator and fuel
tank to help bring
temperatures down
to the desired level.
Once installed, the
chiller reduced the
temperature of the
waste processing by
1,¦7   ""
bacteria reactions
to take place and
biogas manufacture.
Anaerobic
digestion is the
only system for dealing
with organic waste which is sustainable,
recovers the maximum energy, is a completely
closed system with no emissions to air or land,
which retains the fertiliser and water content, and
facilitates the recovery of heavy metals.
Z '  
that the environmental waste company was then
able to begin reproducing gas, feeding a turbine
to re-start electricity production from the
digestion plant.

 s.salescentre@andrews-sykes.com

 0800 211 611

10TH

ANNIVERSARY

DRIVING QUALITY

IN FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

REGISTER FOR FREE ENTRY AT
www.fm-expo.com

23 - 25 MAY 2016
DUBAI WORLD TRADE CENTRE

Platinum Sponsor:

Sustainability Sponsor:

Integrated FM Partner:

Gold Sponsor:

Strategic Knowledge Partner:

Endorsed By:

In Association With:

Bag Sponsor:

Part Of:
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EXPERIENCED TRIO BOOSTS TRUVOX
INTERNATIONAL SALES TEAM

NEW BSS APP BRINGS THE BRANCH TO YOUR
PHONE OR TABLET
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 www.truvox.com

 www.bssindustrial.co.uk

 023 8070 6600

 sales@truvox.com

 0116 245 5500

ALLEGION ENCOURAGES CHECKS TO DOOR
CLOSING DEVICES

INTELLIGENT REINFORCED LEVELLING
COMPOUND BY SAINT-GOBAIN WEBER
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 www.allegion.com/uk

 www.netweber.co.uk

 01922 707400

 08703 330 070
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LOCALE LTD AWARDED AN ISO 9001:2015-QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
CERTIFICATE

BOSS I-SERIES OFFERS BESPOKE PHE
IN SEVEN DAYS
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leading distributor of heating
and pipeline products and
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 www.locale.co.uk

 www.bssindustrial.co.uk

 01865 249758

 guy@locale.co.uk

 0116 245 5500

NEW VIDEO: PORTAKABIN PRODUCES SHORT FILM
FOLLOWING CONSTRUCTION OF CHALLENGING
BUILDING PROJECT AT ROYAL STOKE HOSPITAL

VENTURE PUBLISHES NEW VLED CATALOGUE

Portakabin, the UK’s leading supplier of modular buildings, has produced a
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This approach further reduced
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 www.portanews.co.uk
 information@portakabin.co.uk

 0845 401 0010
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 www.venturelightingeurope.com  01923 692600
 info@venturelighting.co.uk
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ALPINE WORKS SIGNS CONTRACT FOR
CONTINUING EMERGENCY LIGHTING SUPPORT
AT UCL

8 SOLUTIONS PROVIDES ANSWER TO V-BLOCK
COOLING ISSUE
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 www.alpineworks.co.uk

 www.8solutions.com

 020 8644 2014

 mail@alpineworks.co.uk

AGGREKO HELPS FIVE STAR FISH MAINTAIN ITS
COOL DURING COLD ROOM REFURBISHMENT

A LASTING LEGACY IN
WOODLAND LANDSCAPING
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Hammond
Corporate
Hygiene Ltd
Cleaning • Security • Maintenance • Janitorial

www.hammondcorporate.com

0845 094 2094

• TOTAL FACILITIES MANAGEMENT • SECURITY
• CONCIERGE • MAINTAINENCE
• IN ONE CALL 0845 094 2094

Find your job in FM
We are delighted to announce that we have completely re-vamped the
Job Section of the FMJ website. It is now possible to upload your CV
directly online and advertise yourself to the 25,000 decision makers who
visit the site every month.
As before there will be dozens of new jobs posted every week, so make
sure you take a look and don’t miss out on a great opportunity.

www.fmj.co.uk/jobs
The new job section from FMJ
SEBO EVOLUTION

WORKS FLAT OUT!

Dirt
has nowhere
TOUGH
ON DIRT to hide...

FMJ.CO.UK

FIRST PERSON

BLOG/CHARITY 

FRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES FOR
PEOPLE IN NEED IN BLACKPOOL
Blackpool Food Partnership has
started collecting fresh fruit and
vegetables and distributing it out to
E2   . #"7
including children’s centres, hostels,
community kitchens and out with
food parcels. This has been made
possible through a partnership with
OCS, which has donated equipment
and consultancy services for storing
fresh foods.
The organisation has also received
support from the OCS Family Foundation for training volunteers in food hygiene and providing
additional equipment to meet the increasing demand.
Michael Buck, general manager for OCS said: “This organisation is meeting a vital need in the local
  7  ' %    #      
works, OCS is delighted to put our experience and expertise to good use to support this.”
It is hoped that children’s centres will be able to use the fresh fruit for smoothies, healthy snacks, as
well as it being distributed out to families in need.

NATIONAL LIVING WAGE
COMES INTO FORCE
The new mandatory National Living Wage has
come into force this month.
It will mean employers must pay workers
aged 25 and over at least £7.20 an hour. Anyone
aged between 21 and 24 will continue to receive
a National
Minimum Wage
of £6.70 per hour.
Registered
charity The
Living Wage
Foundation,
which inspired
the idea, still
thinks there
is room for improvement for businesses that
 7 '+7E,,  ( 
employers already paying the Living Wage,
including EDF, IKEA and Nationwide.
According to the Foundation at least 1.8 million
workers will receive a pay rise as a result of the rise
and the government intends to raise the wage to
£9 per hour by 2020.

SIMPLE TRUTHS
Every now and then you go to a client site and
when you walk through the door, you look around
the reception area and think ‘Wow!’ But how do
you achieve that effect? Not just on visitors, but on
the people who work there most days. I say ‘most
days’ rather than every day, because working in
the same place each day is becoming as out of
date as typewriters and internal mail.
Understanding the factors that underpin a
successful workplace transformation was the
theme of our latest Executive Dinner, and it turned
out to be a fascinating discussion. We heard about
the way Network Rail transformed its workplace
from a collection of disparate legacy offices –
spread as far apart as York and Swindon – to a
state-of-the-art, award-winning campus in
Milton Keynes.
As the discussions carried on, the strongest
theme to emerge from guests was that successful
workplace transformation doesn’t start with
the property – it starts with the people who
will use it. This may seem like a case of stating
the obvious, but when you see how many
transformations are planned, the primary drivers
are often less about giving employees a wonderful
working experience, but about cost-savings and
efficiencies.
One guest’s flagship premises opened a
couple of years ago and reflect an exceptionally
people-focused approach – even going so far as
to encourage employees to trial mock-up coffee
points to test how they would work. As he pointed
out, “when times were good, the focus was all

around employee satisfaction.”
However, when company financial performance
started to decline, he was saddened to be told to
‘cram in as many people as you can.’ As he pointed
out, “when times get tough, surely that’s when
you need your people to put their shoulders to the
wheel – they’re not going to do that happily if you
reduce the quality of their workplace.”
Others who are going through workplace
transformations commented that, despite
their titles being ‘Property Director,’ or ‘Head of
Workplace,’ most of their time was spent looking
at aspects that fall under the HR team. This wasn’t
a suggestion that the HR folks are dropping the
ball, but a reflection of the growing need for a
more holistic approach.
The traditional approach to a workspace derived
from the way work was delivered – you could get
away with long rows of desks, filled with people
slogging away for eight hours a day, as 90 per cent
of work was repetitive, manual or administrative.
Today, less than 30 per cent of work falls into that
category, so the way we develop and support
workplaces has to change to match that evolution.
There seems little doubt that the pace of change
is only going to escalate. So, surely the key to
transforming a workplace that will be fit for
purpose both today and tomorrow is focusing
on how work itself is changing and how that will
affect the support and services people will need?
From our perspective, that means the service
focus moves from inputs to property to outcomes
for people; which is no bad thing, and certainly in

Martyn Freeman, managing director,
facilities management at Mitie
those sites where this has been achieved, we see
higher employee satisfaction scores and a more
relaxed and collaborative working environment.
We heard from several speakers who have put in
a lot of effort to quantify the productivity increase
– one reported an eight per cent improvement
following their workplace transformation and
another proved a 14 per cent increase in their
employee productivity, following the move to
their new HQ.
So, when you look at how to define ‘fitness for
purpose’ from a transformed workplace, perhaps
the metrics shouldn’t be focused so much around
cost per metre, office density, or desk to person
ratios, but more so on the reaction of people using
the site.
Here’s an idea to test the impact – spend half an
hour sitting in reception watching the reactions of
people coming into the building. Count how many
look around.
If it’s a great workplace you may even catch a
few quietly expressed ‘Wows!’
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ISS APPOINTS
FRANKLIN
ISS has announced the
appointment of Chris Franklin as
director of asset management.
Franklin has over 25 years’
experience having held senior
positions in a number of
facility and technical service
organisations. His appointment
follows over four years with ISS
performing key leadership roles
focusing on technical delivery,
risk management and overall
business improvement.
The appointment supports the expansion of the ISS technical service
 7'   ~'  %+,1}  %
mobilising a number of new technical services contract wins including
¢   /%  '  0/3
 %47 '"   '  $  
commented on the appointment: “This is a crucial role for ISS as we evolve
Z     "" $  %
     ""%   # 
growing in terms of value and importance.”
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CAREER LADDER

FM is known to be a career that people fall into
Name: Rachel Walton

from other sectors. In this regular column, FMJ

Current role:
Managing Director,
Business Moves Group

chats to a facilities professional about how they

Born: Birmingham

path. This month we talk to Rachel Walton the

Lives: Twyford, Berkshire

managing director of Business Moves Group.

?     - O 
I’ve always had a really strong desire to
work hard, so the day before my 13th
birthday, I put on my smartest clothes
and went to every local shop in walking
distance asking for a Saturday job. I was
successful and became a very proud
      
equivalent to Iceland.
?    O  
'  
I joined the telesales team for Business
Moves Group and have remained with
them as I could see the long term
potential. So even though it’s not
technically an FM organisation, we work
with many FM companies.
?        
&     5
   
      
post at BMG as a telesales person, I
was informed that FM’s are the people
I need to speak to – they hold all the
answers.
?    
 


 '

I think the career chose me. I wanted to
succeed and the environment suits me.
? #     
 
        
     
BMG I got involved in all aspects of
the job. I knew very early on that BMG
was a company that I wanted to work
hard for, but to be taken seriously I
wanted to know it inside out. I would
      
with clients, planning, selling etc. and
my weekends would be spent out on
site pushing crates in the rain wind
and snow. This gave me a really great
understanding of all stakeholder needs
and the ability to achieve the best
possible results.

?   - D  
 '5 -  
     
V Q    Z   
childcare! However, I’m a big advocate
and promote and support our
employees in identifying what’s best for
them for career growth and ultimately
 Z    
from structured learning and then being
given the environment to put that into
practice.
?     - 
 - 
I can honestly say I’ve not had bad
interviews, maybe that’s because for
each one I was 100 per cent determined
to get the position! I’ve seen some
interesting candidates for roles I’ve
   
that the better!
?   O  
 -  
I hate losing, so I take it very personally
when we don’t win a job, over the years
we have adapted our approach to
market. We now only bid for contracts
where we can add value, working with
organisations that demand excellence
and embrace innovation.
?     
    '   
      
Z  Y     Z
have which has helped others in the
    Z   
     
This extends my approach with clients;
I look at clients overall objective and
     
?      
  '
The professionalisation of the
industry and obviously the technology

got into the sector and takes a look at their career

      
how we work today. Another major
change is the ongoing legislation and
the focus on sustainability.
? /      

   
'
  
V   
my instinct.
?     

   '  5
     - 
Increasing the awareness of the
importance of FM as a function. This
has improved massively in recent years,
but we still have a way to go. Today,
many FM’s are aligned to the corporate
property strategy of a business but need
to continue to be business advisors and
innovate.
? -   - 
       

  
We all understand how important the
  Q       @ 
business services industry and this
will become more so as the industry
evolves so I’d advise that they are
taken seriously. That said, I’ve seen a
lot of people rise through the ranks
through sheer determination, hard
work and experience. Many of our
senior management team started in
more junior roles but it’s given them
the insight and knowhow to help run
the business today. Be the person you
are and have the right attitude. Your
personality is your asset.
?      ;  '
  <
Simon Darvall, BMG chairman has been
my biggest supporter, my mentor and
my friend. Working with Simon is never

boring or straight forward, we both
thrive on a challenge.
? D  
'  



FM’s are our clients. What we see
is that the more open they are and
clear with their objectives, the better
business partner we can be for them.
A collaborative approach is a brilliant
company characteristic no matter what
industry you are in.
? #      
      
 
We plan, manage and move our client’s
workplace. From assessing space
utilisation and creating space plans
through to physically relocating their
facilities.
?       
  %[V>  
My goal is to continue to grow our
business in a sustainable way and make
sure it remains an enjoyable place to
work. We have a very high employee
retention rate and I don’t want that
 "    
more services to clients, but work hard
at retaining and evolving our core
business.
?   ~  q
      
 $ %     
O   
Personally, for me, I prefer challenging
work that is interesting, but in FM and
business services it takes all sorts of
people to make it work and get the job
" <  
   
employees and of course customers.

Would you, or someone you know, like to be featured in our career ladder column? If you’re an operational
FM with more than 10 years’ experience in the sector, then email charlie.kortens@kpmmedia.co.uk
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